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Litigation and the 
Evolution of Stroke A ccording to the CDC, someone in the 

United States suffers a stroke every 40 

seconds. Someone dies every 3.5 minutes. 

There are over 795,000 strokes a year in the 

United States. To work properly, your brain 

needs oxygen and that oxygen is delivered via the blood. If that 

oxygen supply is disrupted, brain cells start to die. The effects of 

strokes can be devastating: severe brain injury, lifelong physical 

and cognitive impairment, and death are common when strokes 

go untreated. 

So, what does all this mean for litigation in failure to diagnose 

and treat stroke cases? As the treatment quality and outcomes 

progress, the causation issues that were so difficult to overcome 

are rapidly becoming a thing of the past. Much of the litigation 

today is over the failure to diagnose stroke as opposed to what 

should be done once a stroke is suspected and causation-

related defenses are becoming much less of a pivotal issue. 

Most hospitals today have stringent stroke protocols in place 

that, once the alert is called, are designed to rapidly get the 

patient the necessary imaging and treatment. 

In order to understand the evolution of litigation, we first need 

to understand the core basics of stroke. There are two types 

of strokes. The least common, comprising about 8-15 percent 

of strokes in the United States, is hemorrhagic stroke. This is 

when blood from an artery begins to bleed into the brain. The 

other, ischemic stroke, is when a vessel supplying blood to the 

brain becomes clogged. The symptoms of both can overlap. 

The acronym, F.A.S.T. is often taught to lay people to help them 

identify stroke symptoms. The letters stand for Face Drooping, 

Arm Strength, Speech Difficulty and Time to call 911. 

Often in hemorrhagic stroke there are small bleeds that precede 

the major rupture. These are called sentinel bleeds. As the 

blood enters the brain, it increases pressure and thus can cause 

headaches that are not relieved by normal OTC painkillers. A 

significant bleed is often described as a “thunderclap” headache 

and the worst headache of a person’s life. The bleeding from 

these types of strokes is usually easily seen on CT scan which 

leads to prompt diagnosis and treatment.
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There is a very common saying in the stroke world: 

Time is Brain. Simply, that means that time is of the 

essence in both the diagnosis and treatment of stroke. 

Millions of brain cells die every minute when the brain’s 

oxygen and blood supply is compromised. Hospitals have 

been working to create stroke protocols that lead to 

early stroke recognition and thus timely treatment and 

improved outcomes. A breakdown in the system can have 

catastrophic consequences. Unfortunately, it happens far 

too frequently and is the source of much litigation. The 

majority of malpractice claims are related to the failure to 

diagnose and treat ischemic strokes, primarily because they 

are the most common.

As with all potential malpractice claims, the first element 

you want to evaluate is the damages. How badly injured is 

your client? Typically, in a stroke case, you will need experts 

in at least Neurology, Interventional Neuroradiology or 

Neurosurgery, Life Care Planner, and an Economist. The 

costs can accumulate rapidly and you want to make sure 

the recovery makes it worth putting your client through the 

difficulties of a lawsuit and whether it makes sense from a 

business standpoint.

In stroke rehabilitation, the typical measuring stick for 

outcomes is how the patient is rated at three months on 

the Modified Rankin Scale.1

A score of 0 is no disability and a score of 5 requires 

constant care for all needs. A score of 6 is death. For 

purposes of litigation, the question is generally whether 

timely diagnosis and proper treatment of the stroke would 

have left the person with a Modified Rankin scale of 0-2. 

Within that range a person is generally able to work and 

care for themselves without help, but can have some 

disabilities. So, in evaluating damages in a stroke case, if 

your client is a 2 or less on the Modified Rankin Scale, then 

you should carefully evaluate whether your case is one 

worth pursuing given the costs and difficulties of bringing 

this type of litigation.

However, if your client is left with residual disabilities of 3 

or greater, then, from a damages point of view the case is 

probably worth investigating further. 

For many years there was no effective diagnosis or 

treatment available for ischemic strokes. That changed for 

two reasons. One was the development of more advanced 

imaging of the brain which helped with diagnosis. The 

other was the confirmation that certain medications, called 

intravenous tissue-type plasminogen Inhibitors (t-PA), were 

effective in dissolving many of the clots that interrupted 

blood flow. 

In 1995 a two-part trial revealed that t-PA, when given 

within three hours, improved clinical outcomes at three 

months. These studies, known as the NINDS studies, led 

to the FDA approving the use of t-PA for the treatment 

of stroke. Both the American Heart Association and 

the American Academy of Neurology followed suit and 

recommended the use of t-PA for patients who met the 

inclusion criteria. Since then, the time window for the 

giving of t-PA has been extended to 4.5 hours from last 

known well time. The reason for the time limitation is that 

tPA has a risk of causing bleeding in the brain. And, after 

4.5 hours, the risk of that bleeding outweighs the potential 

benefits of the treatment.

The advent of t-PA was not the end point for the treatment 

of strokes. There continues to be significant disagreement 

about the utility of t-PA in the treatment of strokes. Even in 

most of the best studies, t-PA does not show a greater than 

50 percent overall chance of significantly better outcomes. 

Litigation based on t-PA alone has had varied success. 

Lawyers must evaluate many variables of their clients and 

match them up with subsets within the NINDS studies. 

Daubert challenges are frequent and with mixed results, 

which can be very case dependent.

In 2015 there was a seismic shift in the treatment of stroke. 

For years, doctors had been seeking effective ways to 

manually remove the clots that caused ischemic stroke and 

timely restore blood flow to the brain; either by breaking 

up the clot or capturing the clot and pulling it out. This is 
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called manual thrombectomy. The studies had not shown 

great success up until that point. 

One of the first of these trials, MR CLEAN, was published 

in January 2015 in The New England Journal of Medicine. 

Finally, it was shown that manual thrombectomy was 

effective in the treatment of ischemic stroke. The results 

were so conclusive that four other trials in progress at the 

time to evaluate mechanical thrombectomy were stopped 

early because it would have been unethical to deny the 

control group this brain-saving treatment. The early results 

of those trials were also very promising, some even more so 

than the MR CLEAN trial.

In 2016 a metanalysis pooling patient level data of those five 

studies was published. It is known as the HERMES study. 

This metanalysis confirmed the findings. Endovascular 

treatment was better than t-PA alone in the treatment of 

stroke. Today, manual thrombectomy can safely be done as 

many as seven hours after the onset of stroke symptoms, 

and in some cases up to 24 hours. The overall efficacy of 

the HERMES studies was 49 percent versus no treatment at 

all. This number, of course, includes “all comers,” but what 

we know is older people tend to have worse outcomes on 

the whole. For litigation purposes, you need to parse out 

the results that closest match your client. For example, 

in the MR CLEAN study, which is part of the HERMES 

metanalysis, 25 percent of the patients were over 80 years 

old. When you remove patients over 80, the outcomes 

easily move over that 50 percent threshold. Additionally, 

the MR CLEAN study required physicians to wait three 

hours between administering t-PA and performing the 

thrombectomy, a practice which does not occur in the real 

world because Time is Brain, and which artificially lowered 

the percentage of good outcomes. 

Subsequent studies and ongoing data collection continue 

to show that manual thrombectomy is effective. The 

MR CLEAN registry, which continues to track real-world 

outcomes, tells us that, for patients under the age of 49, 66 

percent who receive a thrombectomy will be functionally 

independent at 90 days.

The last known well time can be a confounding thing 

to figure out. Often, people wake up with the signs and 

symptoms of stroke and no one can tell when exactly the 

onset of symptoms was. In these “wake up” strokes, health 

care providers often struggle to ascertain the last known 

well time, which used to mean that no treatment could be 

given. About 25 percent of all strokes occur during sleep, 

which meant that a quarter of stroke patients in the past 

were excluded from treatment simply because they were 

asleep when it started. However, with more widely available 

advanced imaging and the efficacy of thrombectomy being 

shown through multiple trials, this has become less of a 

problem in recent years. For patients without a clear last 

known well time, comparison of diffusion-weighted imaging 

and FLAIR on MRI can be used to look for a “mismatch” 

between the area at risk by the stroke and the area of the 

brain that has already died. This mismatch occurs because 

of the brain’s ability to temporarily redirect blood flow to 

the blocked area of the brain (known as collaterals). By 

looking for a mismatch, physicians can identify areas of 

the brain that can still be saved if blood flow is restored, 

regardless of last known well time.  

We have found that many Emergency Room health care 

providers simply aren’t seriously addressing stroke when 

it is in their differential diagnosis. A common scenario we 

encounter in many of our cases is a patient who is brought 

to the emergency room with signs of stroke, but also with a 

suggestion (often unfounded) that drugs may be involved. 

In those cases, even when drugs are ruled out, the provider 

misses even the most basic steps to address that fact that 

stroke is still on the differential. The patient continues to be 

treated as a drug overdose, and the window for treatment 

closes before the stroke is discovered. And, of course, 

just because someone may have used drugs does not rule 

out a stroke. Providers anchor on one explanation to the 

exclusion of all else, and patients suffer as a result. 

The standard of care requires a high index of suspicion for 

stroke when someone presents with any symptoms that are 

consistent with stroke. Depending on the type, size, and 

locations of the stroke, symptoms can manifest in a wide 
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variety of ways. For example, a patient presenting with a 

posterior circulation occlusion may only be experiencing 

dizziness or vertigo but, if left untreated, a posterior 

circulation stroke can lead to brainstem herniation or locked 

in syndrome. Given the importance of time in dealing with 

stroke, the Emergency Room doctor should err on the side 

of calling in the stroke specialists when there is any doubt. 

Once stroke is considered, the ER doctor should conduct 

a thorough evaluation. Typically they use the NIHSS scale. 

The NIHSS is a 15-item neurological examination and 

stroke scale used to evaluate the effect of acute cerebral 

infarction on the levels of consciousness, language, neglect, 

visual-field loss, extraocular movement, motor strength, 

ataxia, dysarthria, and sensory loss.2

A score of 5 or above is evidence of at least a mild stroke. 

As the numbers increase, so does the severity.

After doing the NIHSS scale and getting positive findings, a 

stroke team activation should occur. The activation of the 

stroke alert should lead to a STAT CT/CTA. The CT scan 

tells us whether there is any bleeding (i.e. a hemorrhagic 

stroke). A clean CT scan does not rule out an ischemic 

stroke. In fact, what you hope for is that there is not yet 

evidence of a stroke on the CT. This tells us we are still early 

in the stroke process. If there is no evidence of bleeding, 

then the CTA is done. The CTA identifies the location of 

any clot. Following the CTA, if the person is a candidate, 

t-PA is administered. This should all be done within 30-45 

minutes of the call of the stroke team.

While this is going on, the endovascular team is prepping 

to do a manual thrombectomy. One of the problems is 

that not all hospitals have an endovascular team. Primary 

stroke centers typically only have the ability to administer 

t-PA. Comprehensive stroke centers have the appropriate 

neuroradiologists and neurosurgeons to perform manual 

thrombectomies. Thus, any good hospital protocol would 

have in place for the immediate transfer of patients to a 

facility that can perform the manual thrombectomy. 

When the proper protocols are followed, lives are changed. 

People who would have spent the rest of their lives with 24/7 

care are able walk out of the hospital only a few days later. 

Many hospitals advertise their status as comprehensive 

stroke centers, but many of our cases have shown that 

these same hospitals often spend more on billboards 

touting their stroke team than actually training emergency 

room doctors and nurses on how to do anything more than 

the most basic stroke evaluation. Stroke is a leading cause 

of death and long-term disability in the United States, but 

this can be changed in our lifetime if healthcare providers 

are properly trained in rapid evaluation and diagnosis of 

stroke. 

Unfortunately, we are not yet at that point. Litigation will 

continue to be a driver of patient safety. In the stroke 

world, as the evidence for the effectiveness of treatment 

mounts, proving causation will become easier. The bigger 

question will be when will frontline healthcare providers 

stop missing the signs and symptoms of stroke? Because 

we can have all the best treatment in the world, but, if the 

stroke alert isn’t called it does no good.

1. https ://manual . jo intcommiss ion.org/re leases/

TJC2018A/DataElem0569.html.

2. https://www.stroke.nih.gov/documents/NIH_Stroke_

Scale_508C.pdf.
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